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Modern Rock. Aggressive, intense, melodic... 5 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, ROCK: Modern Rock

Details: Aggressive, Intense, Melodic... Malvado throws off the chains of conformity to allow themselves

the freedom to create music without labels. A searing combination of creativity, talent and

professionalism, the band began their journey into the dark corners of the musical soul in early 2000

amidst the separation of the band's predecessor, FIST. The remaining members (Matthew Barnes -

vox.gtr, Dave Randt - bass, Lenny Atland - drums) along with Chris Johnson on gtr formed the nucleus of

Malvado and immediately immersed themselves in the song writing process. Malvado made their

crushing debut in February 2000, and since then have been hard at work creating a powerful buzz and a

loyal fan base throughout the entire Mid-Atlantic region. In only a short period of time, Malvado shared the

stage with such national acts as Staind, Breaking Benjamin, Shine Down, Dope, Virgos Merlot, Vast.

Powerman 5000, Hed(PE) and many, many more. Malvado's debut album was released in the Summer of

2002 and quickly established Malvado as one of the premier hard rock bands to emerge out of the

MidAtlantic in recent history. The disc rcv'd consistent airplay on MidAtlantic stations in PA (105.7 X), DC

(101.1 DC101), MD (97.9 98ROCK), and DE (96.9 96ROCK). 2003 saw Malvado enter a period of

transition w/ the addition of Jason Albert on gtr creating the unique triple guitar blend of crushing sound

and beautiful texture that Malvado has become known for. Early 2004 saw founding members Dave

Randt and Chris Johnson leaving the band for personal reasons. With the addition of ex-CLICK. bassist

Eli Ballard, Malvado continued as a 4 pc and the band began work on the highly anticipated follow up to

their self-titled disc. More lineup changes accompanied the completion of the new disc as Jason Albert

moved on and founding member Chris Johnson rejoined the fold bringing back Malvado's signature

sound. The arrival of ex-IMBUE guitarist Rod Toliver cemented the bands lineup for the future. 2005 -

Malvado has emerged from a tumultuous 2004 renewed and refocused, and with the Spring 2005 release

of their new CD "From the Inside", are looking forward to bringing their soulful and intense brand of rock

to the masses. New band, new CD, same soul... Malvado
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